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California Trade Report
for September 2021
Below are highlights from the recently released trade data from the US Census Bureau and US Bureau
of Economic Analysis. To view additional data and analysis related to the California economy visit our
website at www.centerforjobs.org/ca.
Overall trade activity continued the pattern in recent months, but with the surge in imports
continuing to outpace exports. Exports handled through the state’s ports were at their lowest level
since February, and were up only 4.0% from September 2020 and up only 1.6% from pre-pandemic
September 2019. In real terms using US CPI as the deflator, the export flow compared to September
2019 was down 4.9%. In contrast, the import flows—which outpaced the export flows by 3.2:1—
surged 11.1% from September 2020 and 17.4% (9.9% real) from September 2019.
Trade activity, however, remains constrained by blockages throughout the supply chain. While the
federal and state governments have announced steps to deal with the immediate issues affecting
congestion in the state’s ports, the situation has gotten worse. The most recent reports show 101
ships at anchor or loitering off the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles, up from 84 in our trade
report from last month.
As an indicator of growing problems in the broader supply chain, the Institute of Supply Management
(ISM) reported its October Supplier Deliveries Index at 75.7%, the second-highest level ever (an Index
over 50% indicates supply deliveries are slowing; below 50% that delivery times are improving).
Critical supplies throughout the economy are not only slowing; they are doing so at a faster pace. The
ISM report also indicated overall production activity, and consequently the related jobs, eased
somewhat in the US, while factory gate prices were up, further adding to the current surge in
inflation. Key components of the state economy, such as agriculture, now report that port congestion
has left them with fewer means to sell their production.
In recent polling, more than a third of adults reported trouble securing housing, groceries, paper
goods such as toilet paper and paper towels, and new cars. Just over half of adults choose not to
purchase an item because of rising costs, while just over a quarter have cancelled an order because it
was taking too long to deliver.
While the current surge in imports has helped maintain California as the largest state by total trade
volume, the growing difficulties of shipping through California combined with growing costs have
seen that lead eroding once again. Measured by container numbers, California retains the first and
second largest ports in Los Angeles and Long Beach. Measured by total trade value, the longer trend is
now shifting the number one spot back to Texas, which previously saw its growth dip in large part as
the result of last year’s drop in oil prices.
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Even within the green/clean energy jobs categories the state promotes within its policies if not in fact
through concrete actions to grow these jobs beyond the 500,000 estimate that has been in official
pronouncements since at least 2007, the relative positions are also slipping. Measured at the six-digit
product code level, electric vehicles were the 4th largest product export for the broader period 2021
year to date, but fell to 37th when looking at only the September results as the primary exporter
continues to expand production in other states and countries. Even at this ranking, electric vehicle
exports at $3.1 billion year-to-date came in at only two-thirds the size of waste and scrap combined at
$4.9 billion, as the outcome of the state’s green policies on recycling continues to ship the collected
waste streams overseas rather than staying within California to create new manufacturing jobs.

Share of Goods through US Ports

17.6%
CA Share of Total Trade
Through US Ports

The share of total US goods trade (exports and
imports) through California ports continued
dropping to 17.60% (12 month moving average;
compared to 17.71% in August 2021 and 17.79%
in September 2020).
California remained the #1 state, but only
marginally as as the share captured by the Texas
ports rose to 17.58% (compared to 17.45% in
August 2021 and 17.14% in September 2020). A
portion of this shift reflects rising oil prices, but
continued shifts in trade patterns due to West
Coast port congestion also is coming into play.
Trade through the Atlantic port states was at
30.35% (compared to 30.37% in August 2021
and 30.62% in September 2020).
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California Goods Exports

$1.2

Total California goods exports rose $1.2 billion
from September 2020 (up 9.1%). California
remained in 2nd place with 10.38% of all US
goods exports (12 month moving total), behind
Texas at 20.62%.
While trade levels had recovered to some extent
in September 2020, both that month and the
most recent results continued to be affected by
the pandemic period factors, with September
2021 in particular hindered by growing
congestion at the state ports and along the other
points within the overall supply chain. Using prepandemic September 2019 as a more valid
comparison point, state origin exports were up
only 2.4% in nominal terms, but were down 4.2%
in real terms using US CPI as the deflator.

Billion Change in Exports
also look at pmi delivery time index from Tuesday pieces

California's Balance for Goods Trade

-$28.5
Billion of Goods
Trade
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California’s balance of goods trade activity through
state businesses broadened to -$28.5 billion,
compared to a level of -$23.9 billion in September
2020. California trade accounted for 28% of the US
trade deficit in goods in September 2021.
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Top 20 Exports, September 2021

Top 20 exports by value are shown below, along with the change from September 2020.

Commodity
Semiconductors & Other Electronic
Components
Industrial Machinery

Sep 2021 Exports
($b.)

Navigational/measuring/medical/contr
ol Instrument
Fruits & Tree Nuts
Pharmaceuticals & Medicines
Computer Equipment
Miscellaneous Manufactured
Commodities
Aerospace Products & Parts
Communications Equipment
Medical Equipment & Supplies
Waste and Scrap
Electrical Equipment & Components,
Nesoi
Used Or Second-hand Merchandise
Basic Chemicals
Commercial & Service Industry
Machinery
Foods, Nesoi
Petroleum & Coal Products
Other General Purpose Machinery
Plastics Products
Dairy Products
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Change from Sep
2020
$1.0
1.0

17.8%
8.0%

0.8

11.2%

0.8
0.8
0.8

4.2%
18.0%
-5.2%

0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4

23.9%
11.9%
11.1%
5.7%
1.5%

0.3
0.3
0.3

4.9%
19.9%
34.5%

0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

32.8%
14.9%
11.5%
-8.6%
15.6%
16.5%
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Top 10 Export Markets, September 2021
Country
Mexico
Canada
China
Japan
Korea, South
Taiwan
India
Hong Kong
Germany
Netherlands
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Sep 2021 Exports ($b.)
Change from Sep 2020
$2.3
10.5%
1.5
3.1%
1.4
5.5%
1.0
11.3%
0.8
16.9%
0.8
29.4%
0.6
24.3%
0.6
2.5%
0.5
5.4%
0.5
15.5%
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